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HARNACK'S INEQUALITY FOR SCHRÓDINGER OPERATORS

AND THE CONTINUITY OF SOLUTIONS

F. CHIARENZA, E. FABES AND N. GAROFALO

Abstract. We prove a uniform Harnack inequality for nonnegative solutions of

Au = Vu, where A is a second order elliptic operator in divergence form, and V

belongs to the Stummel class of potentials. As a consequence we obtain the

continuity of a general weak solution. These results extend the previous work of

Aizenman and Simon for Au = Vu.

Introduction. In this paper we consider Schrödinger operators of the form
n

Au-Vu=   £  DXi(atj(x)D u(x)) - V(x)u(x),

where the matrix a(x) = (a¡j(x)) is symmetric, bounded, measurable, and positive

definite uniformly in x. This means, in particular, that there is a number X > 0 such

that, for all x e R", £ g R",

A|£|2<   I a,7(x)^<\-^|2.
'.7 = 1

The function V is assumed to belong to the Stummel class of potentials, i.e., for each

bounded set ß c R",

(*) lim   sup/" L dy = 0       (n > 3).
i-lO    x(=QJ\x-y\<r   \x _ j,|"

The main results establish a local (uniform) Harnack inequality and a local

modulus of continuity for weak solutions of Au - Vu = 0 in ß. A weak solution of

Au - Vu = 0 in ß is a function u in H¿w(0) = {« e L2Xoc(Q): Vu e ^(ß)}

satisfying

— / a(x)(vu(x)) • V<p(x) dx = j  V(x)u(x)cp(x) dx

for any <p g C0°°(ß).

The dependence of the main results on V is determined by the rate of convergence

to zero of the

\v(y)\sup f
x^aJ\x-y\<r y\

n-ï
dy.
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416 HARNACK'S INEQUALITY FOR SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS

We make this precise by fixing a nondecreasing function r/(r), r > 0, such that

kmrl0v(r) = 0. We set

tf„=(F:sup/ |K(j,)J_2^<^(r),forr>o}.
{       xsQJ[x-y\<r \x - y\" )

The primary theorems can be stated as follows:

Harnack's Theorem. There exist positive constants r0 and C, depending only on X,

n, and tj such that for any nonnegative solution u of Au — Vu = 0 in ß and, for any

ball Br with 0 < r < r0 and B2r c ß, we have supß    u < CinfB    u.

Continuity Theorem. There exists a nondecreasing function <o(i) depending only

on X and tj such that u(s) -* 0 as s -> 0 and, for any solution u of Au - Vu = 0 in

ß, and for any ball Br(x0) with B3r(x0) c ß, we have

I \x — x \\
\u{x) -m(x„)|< w  -—-    sup  |«|,       xGfir(x0).

V r ; B3,(*o)

The above results for the case A = A were recently proved by Aizenman and

Simon in their celebrated work [1] (see also [14]). Our technique seems quite

different. It is nonprobabilistic, and for the Harnack inequality is based on a real

variable approach found in [5]. It is, in fact, a combination of ideas originally due to

Krylov and Safanov [11] and Trudinger [13].

Before proceeding to the main body of the paper, we want to remark, without

proof, that we may assume the matrix above and the potential V(x) are smooth.

Under our hypotheses, regularizations of these functions do not change the struct-

ural elements of our set-up, namely X and 17. Weak solutions of(,4-F)w = 0inß

are locally limits in L2 of solutions of equations with such regularized a(x) and

V(x). Hence we may, and henceforth do, assume these functions are smooth.

Finally, the notation we will use is standard and should be clear in context.

Dependence of constants on X and/or r¡ will be so indicated, while the dependence

on dimension, though pervasive, will not be indicated .

All our results are stated and proved for the case when the dimension n > 3. It is

not difficult to see that solutions of Au = Km in ß c R2 with V satisfying

sup ( log\x - y\\\V(y)\dy ^iq(r)
x&aJ\x-y\<r

are also solutions of a three-dimensional problem. Hence our results remain valid for

n = 2.

1. The L00-bounds. We begin with a " Caccioppoli-type" estimate.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose u satisfies Au = Vu in ß. // 0 < s < t and B, a fl then

f   |vm|2<c(a,t,)---/  u2.
J*. (t-s)JB,
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Proof. Let (p g Cg>(B,), 0 < <p < 1, <b = 1 on Bs, and |v<i>|2 < c/(t - s). Then

f |v«| <i>2 < cf a(vu) ■ VM<p2 < cf a(vu) ■ v(w<|>2) - 2c f a(vu) ■ V<jxbu

< -c ( Vu2<¡>2 - 2c( a(vu) ■ V<t><t>u.

From the imbedding properties of \V\ [12, p. 138], for any e > 0,

flVluW < e f |v«| <í>2 +-£—r (  u2.
J J (t-s)2jB,

Hence

f   |vw|V<-r f u2.
V (t-s)2jB,

The " Caccioppoli-type" inequahty allows us to compare mean values of powers of

solutions. We will use the standard notation fB f for the mean value (1/|5|)/B/ of /

over B.

Lemma 1.2. There exists a constant C(X,t]) such that if u satisfies Au = Vu in ß

and B2r is a ball c fl, then

,1/2

[h,A Hw
Proof. By translation we may assume the center of Br is the origin. Set

ur(x) = u(rx). ur is a solution in B2 = B2(0) of Arur = Vrur where Ar =

Y.lj^xDx(aiJ(rx)Dx) and Vr(x) = r2V(rx). We observe that

if \V(ry)\     . f \V(z)\     Â
supr¿/        —'—J—^«j <    sup     sup 1 —■— dz.

xeí¡        |v|<2   |x_j|"    ' 0<a<4r  weiiJBa(w)    \w — z\"

Since r is a bounded quantity this last expression is bounded by c(tj). Hence to

establish Lemma 1.2 we may take r = 1, ß = B2 = B2(0) and the center of Bx and

Bx/2 to be the origin. The succeeding argument is taken from [5, pp. 1004-1005].

We may assume fB \u\ = 1. For 1/2 < í < 1 set I(s) = (jB u2)1/2. We will show

7(1/2) < c. If 7(1/2) < 1, we are done, so let us assume 7(1/2) > 1.

/ \l/2        / \(l-«)/2

Now choose 6 so that (2 - 0)/(l - 6) = 2t, where t = w/(« - 2). Then 6 =

(2t - 1)/2(t - 1) and we have I(s) < (fB¡ |«|2t)(1-*>/2.

A combination of Lemma 1.2 and Sobolev's inequahty imply, for 1/2 < s < t « 1,

I(s) < c[(i - i)-1/(/)]T(1--#) and so

log7(i)<logc + T(l -Ö)log(i-j)"1+(T(l -Ö))log7(0-
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Set s = tb with b > 1 to be chosen. Then

,i   ^iindí<c+T(1_e)r l-^dt.
/(i/2)i/<>      t Ja/2)      {

(Remember I(l/2)x ^ 1.) Making the change of variable u = tb we obtain

1     il-e\\a    log7(0

)l1/2 '

dt < C.

We now choose b > 1   so that l/¿> - t(1 — 6) > 0, and since I(s) is increasing,

log 7(1/2) <C.

The next lemma establishes the existence and integrability properties of the

Green's function for A - V in a fixed ball when the "Stummel norm of V" is small.

Lemma 1.3. Set ß = B2(0) and fix p, n/2 < p < oo. There exist constants 8 =

8(X, T)) and C = C(X, p) such that if

sup f    |F(>,)I : dy < 5,
xeQJa\X-y\"

then for any (smooth) u with u\aa = 0 we have ||w||L°°(o,) < C\\Au - Vu\\LP(üy

Proof. Let GA a(x, y) denote the Green's function for the operator A and domain

ß. Then, setting f = Au - Vu,

u(x)= -/ GÁM(x,y)f(y)dy- j GAM{x, y)V(y)u(y) dy.

Since GAM(x, y) < C/\x - y\n~2 ([!]),

II«IIl-(0) < c{\,p)\\f\\L,m + c(x) sup /  |F(>,)J 2 ̂ ||« L"(Q).

The conclusion of Lemma 1.3 is immediate.

We now begin with the principal results of the paper.

Theorem 1.4. There exist r0 = r0(r), X) and for each p g (0, oo) a constant C

C(p, X) such that if u is a solution to Au = Vu in ß, then

sup|ui<c / i«n ,
B,n \   Br I

provided 0 < r < r0 and B2r c ß.

Proof. Again by translation we may assume the center of Br is the origin. As

before the function ur(x) ■ u(rx) is a solution in B2 = B2(0) of Arur = Vrur where

Av = LlJ=lDXi(aiJ(rx)DXj) and Vr(x) = r2V(rx). Also the

\V(ry)\     .   ^    _    _ f \V(z)\
sup r2 f „-2 dy ^    sup    sup /

xefl2        B2   \x — y\"    ' 0<a<8r u-eli   «.(*)    |w — z|
1-2

<fe.
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This last expression tends to zero with r. Hence Theorem 1.4 is a consequence of the

following result:

Lemma 1.5. Let 8 = 8(X, n) denote the number specified in Lemma 1.3. If

sup f       \V(y)\ 2dy^8,
x^B2JB2   \x- y\

then a solution of Au = Vu in B4 satisfies

<  00.\\u\\L">(Bl/2)<C(X,n,p)[f   \ufdx\     ,       0<p

Proof. Let G(x, y) = GA_V Bi(x, y) denote the Green's function for A - V and

B2. (Existence of the Green's function is guaranteed by Lemma 1.3.) Pick numbers

1/2 < s < t < 1 and a function <p g C¡j°(B,_,t_s)/4), 0 < <¡p < 1, <p = 1 on B(l+s)/2,

and |v<p| < c/(t - s). Then

u(x)<p(x) = f   VyG(x, y) ■ a(vy)(y)u(y) dy

-f   G(x,y)a(vu)(y)-V<p(y)dy.
JB2

Hence

\u(x)<p(x) I

M2I \1/2

TZ-ÁÍ \vyG(x,y)\2dy)     If u2(y)dy)

+ JZT-ÁÍ G(x,y)2dy)     if \vu(y)\2 dy
\   B,_0^s)/4\B(¡+s)/2 j        \   S,_(,-J)/4\B(,+s)/2

Using Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 it is not difficult to see that

' -    2^

(        /        \vu(y)\2dy)    <r"W/«
\ B,.u.J4\Bit+s)/2 I (t-sy/2\JB,

while if x g Bs,

[I \vyG(x,y)\2dy
B,-(,-s)/i\B(,+,)/i ,

\l/2

^~(^r2LG^y)dy

and

\l/2

(/ G(x,y)2dy)      <        C        f G(x,y)dy.
\JB,.0-s)/2\B(,+s)/2 j (t-s)1/2JB,

Lemma 1.3 implies the boundedness in x of fB G(x, y) dy, and so combining our

results we have ||«||L»(B) < c/(t - s)3(jBu2)1/2.
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An inequality of the above type always implies the final result, i.e. for each

p g (0, oo), ||«||L°°(Bi ) < <~-p(jB¡ \u\p)1/p. The reader can find the proof of this fact

in [5, pp. 1004-1005]. The proof is also an easy modification of the argument found

in Lemma 1.2.

2. Properties of the Green's function and the infimum estimate. The object of this

section is to prove the following

Theorem 2.1. Suppose u > 0 is a solution of Au = Vu in ß. There exist positive

constants r0 = r0(X, tj), p0 = p0(X), and C = C(X), all independent ofu, such that

,1/Po

< Cinf u
Br/2

provided r < r0 and B2r c ß.

{"•)'

The proof of the theorem relies on some lemmas each having some independent

interest.

Lemma 2.2. Let u > 0 be a solution of Au = Vu in ß. There exists a constant

C = C(X, tj) such that, ifB2r c ß, then

I |2

f    log» - f   logw dx < C.

Proof. Let <p g Cf(B3r/2) • <p m 1 on Br, 0 < q> < 1, |v<p| < C/r. Then

I      I2 2
/ | v log m | <p2dx = / -—r-'-cp2 dx < X"1 / OVU' Vu— dx

j J    u J u

< -X'1 f avu •v\ — \dx + 2X'1 f avu ■ V<p— dx

< X-'f |F|(p2 + 2A"1 f vu ■ v<p- dx.

Since V G Kv if B2r = B2r(x), then

(    \V\dy^2"-2r"-2f L ^ < Cr""2'
•'Bî, •'U-y|<2/-   |v _ „I"'|*-.y|^ii    |x - _V|

where C = C(A, 17).

This immediately gives the estimate

f   |vlogw|2dx < Crn~2,
JB,

and from this and Poincaré's inequahty the conclusion of the lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let u > 0 be a solution of Au = Vu in ß, and let r0 be the number

determined in Theorem 1.4. Then there exists a constant C = C(X, tj) such that

fB   udx < CjB udxfor 0 < r < r0 andB4r c ß.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and the John-Nirenberg lemma [6], there exist positive

numbers e = e(X, tj) and C = C(X, r/) such that

f uedx\\ { u~edx
jb, IV Br )

<C

provided that B4r c ß. As a consequence, see [2 or 9], we obtain, for every Br such

that B4r c ß, fBiuedx < CfBuedx. Using Theorem 1.4, the above doubling prop-

erty of ue and Holder's inequality,

/    udx^cif   uedx\     < C\ { uedx\     ^cfudx.
JB2r \JB3r I \JB, I JBr

Lemma 2.4. Set V+= max(K,0) and let G(x, y) = GA_V+ Q(x, y) denote the

Green's function corresponding to A — V+ and ß. Take r0 as in Theorem 1.4. Then for

any q, 1 < q < n/(n — 2), there exists a constant C = C(q,X,r¡) such that

U G{x,y)qdy\   %c/fl G(x,y)dy,

provided B4r c ß and 0 < r < r0.

Proof. If x e ß \ B3r then the result follows from Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 2.3.

So assume x g B3r. Let Gr(x, y) = GA_V* B (x, y). By the maximum principle

Gr < G. Then

/  G(x,y)"dy^cf  (G(x, y) - Gr(x, y))q dy + cf  Gr(x,y)qdy.
Br JBr JBr

Since G(x, •) — Gr(x, •) is a nonnegative solution of (A — V+)u = 0 in B4r, again

by Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 2.3 we have

fB (G(x,y)-Gr(x,y))qdy^cU  (G(x, y) - Gr(x, y)) dyX'.

To handle the term / B Gr(x, y)q dy we assume that the center of Br is the origin.

Then

/   Gr(x,y)qdy = cf   Gr(rx,ry)qdy
JBr JBl

= clfBiGAr_K,Bi(x,y)qdyy»-2K

where, as before, Ar = ZlJ=xDi(aij(rx)Dj) and Vr+(x) = r2V+(rx). Since

fB Gr(x,y)dy = clfB GAr_K ¡Bi{x, y) dy\r"-2,

the proof of Lemma 2.4 will be complete once we prove the following

Claim. Let Au — Vu = \b m ^4> u\dB = "• (Xe = characteristic function of E.)

If

sup/       lV{y\[2dy^8(X),
B<   JB<   \X-y\"
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then there exists a C = C(X) > 0 such that inffl3 u ^ C.

We need only observe

u(x)=f   GABt{x,y)dy- j   GAJS(\x, y)V(y)u(y) dy,

the

while

inf   f   GA^(x,y)dy>c(X,n)>0

/   GA^{x,y)V(y)u(y)dy
JB,

<«(X)||ll|
L"{Bxy

From Lemma (1.3), ||«||Loo(B } is bounded by a constant depending only on dimen-

sion and X. Hence the claim is justified.

We are now ready to give the

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Take r0 and 8 as in Theorem 1.4. By translation and

dilation we reduce the estimate to the case ß = B2 = B2(0), Bx, Bx/2 also centered

at the origin, and

\v{y)
Í ^*<«Wsup

xeB2JB2    |x — J,

a fixed small positive number. We want to show that if m is a nonnegative solution

of Au = Vu in B2, then u satisfies infB 2 u > c( fBi uPo)l/Po for some 0 < p0 = p0(X)

and c = c(X).

We first show if u > 1 on a closed set T c Bx, then infB u > cIT^, where c and

M depend only on X and if. In fact, in this case, since Au — V+u = - F~u < 0, the

maximum principle implies the existence of c = c(X,r/) such that

u(x) > cf GA_v+(x,y)dy.
■T

The reverse Holder inequality (Lemma 2.4) implies

f GA_y+(x,y)efy>c\T\   f     GA_^(x, y)dy,

where c and M depend only on X and 17 (see [2 or 9]). The "claim" in Lemma 2.4

implies

inf    (     GA_v+(x,y)dy>c(X)>0.
= B, „ •'n. .ie"l/!%2

Hence inf -    u > c\T\M.

The above inequahty gives an estimate for the distribution function of a general

nonnegative solution u of Au = Vu. In fact, if r = {x g Bx\u(x)> t), then

infB    u 3* c/jr|w. From this it is easy to conclude that, for 0 < p0 < \/M,

(4-
\!//>o

po\       <Cinfu.

/ »1/2
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The immediate consequence of Theorems 1.4 and 2.1 is the (uniform) Harnack

inequality, namely

Theorem 2.5. There exist constants r0 and C depending only on X and tj such that

any nonnegative solution of Au = Vu in ß satisfies supfi u < CinfB u provided

0 < r < r0 andB2r c ß.

3. Continuity. In this section we will determine a modulus of continuity valid for

all solutions of Au - Vu = 0 in ß.

Theorem 3.1. There exist positive numbers a = a(X) and C = C(X) such that for

any solution u of Au = Vu in ß, any ball Br(x0) with B4r(x0) c ß, and any

x g Br(x0), we have

,«/2

\u(x) — u(x0) I < C I^Jj*   {l+7](2r))+r,(2r^2\x-x0\1/2) sup   \u\.
B3r(xo)

Proof. Given Br(xQ), pick <p g C^(B2r(x0)), 0 < <p «s 1, <p = 1 on BJr/2(x0),

and |v<p| < c/r. Let T(x, y) denote the fundamental solution of the operator A.

Then

u(x)<p(x) = -/ T(x,y)V(y)<p(y)u(y)dy

+ f T(x, y)a{y)(vu(y)) ■ v<p(y) dy

- f VyT(x, y) ■ a(y)(v<p(y))u(y) dy.

For x g Br(x0) we have

u(x) - u(x0) = -f (T(x,y) - T(x0,y))V(y)<p(y)u(y)dy

+ f (T(x, y) - T(x0, y))a(y)(vu(y)) ■ v<p(y) dy

- f {vyT{x, y) - VyT{x0, y)) ■ a(y)(v<p(y))u(y) dy

= -I + II- III.

We begin by estimating II and III. From known Holder estimates on solutions of

Au = 0 [4, 8, 10] we have the existence of a = a(X) > 0 such that if

y e B2r(x0)\B3r/2(x0)

then

\T(x,y)-T(x0,y)\^C(X)ll-^^-)aT(x0,y).

Since T(x0, y) < C(A)/|x0 - y\"~2 we have

,V2(i      _ i \ a    / \L/¿
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Finally Lemma 1.1 implies

1/2

inkcíAjjJi^/ y)   .

To handle III we first use Schwartz's inequality to obtain

|m|<^(jr .|v,r(*,>.)-v,r(:<0,,.)|V

AS      "
\JB2r(x0)

(Xo)\B]r/2(Xo)

1/2

1/2

From the usual Caccioppoli inequality [7, p. 51]

/ 2       \1/2

/ \vyT(x,y)-VyT(x0,y)\ dy]
\JB2Axo)\B0/2)Axo) I

<^(/ \T(x,y)-T(x0,y)\2dy)

This last expression is once again bounded by C(X)/r"/2~1(\x - x0\/r)a. Hence

|...kC(A)(^)-(4„;)1/2.

Finally, to bound the first term I we first write it as

1= f (T(x, y) - T(x0, y))V(y)u(y)<p(y) dy
J\x0-y\>N\x-x0\

+ f (T(x,y)-T(x0,y))V(y)u(y)cp(y)dy,
J\x0-y\*iN\x-y0\

where N is a large positive number to be appropriately chosen later. For the first

integral on the right side we have

\T(x,y)-T(x0,y)\^^-T(xQ,y)<^) ,n-2 '

x0-y\

In the second integral we only use the pointwise bound on  T(x, y), namely

T(x, y) *s C(X)/\x - y\"~2. We easily conclude that

«       J\x0-y\<2r   \Xo-y\ B2r(x0)

+ C(a)tj((N + 1)|jc0 — x\)  sup  \u\.
B2r(x0)

Choose N = (r/\x - x0|)1/2. Then

a/2

|I|«c(\)
X An

-)"   r/(2r) + r,(2r1/2|x0-x|1/2) sup  IuI
*2,(*o)
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Our estimates for the terms I, II, and III give the conclusion of Theorem 3.1.

Recently Professor Umberto Mosco kindly gave us a preprint of his work with

Gianni Dal Maso which also contains a continuity result for solutions of Au = Vu

in ß [3].
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